
 

 

Wetland “Restoration” projects in the New Forest 
 
On Sunday 25th March [a glorious day to walk the forest] we went to look at two more 
Forest streams, where restoration projects were carried out some five years ago. These 
were at Dames Slough inclosure and along Mill Lawn Brook from Rooks Bridge to 
Markway Bridge. 
 
 These streams, we are led to believe by Natural England and the Forestry Commission, 
are good examples of how grazing can be improved and how birds, wildlife, fish etc would 
all benefit in the long run by the “restoration”  to take place at Latchmore Brook. 
 
 We walked for more than half a mile along the stream at Dames Slough,  The ground 
where the old stream was infilled with clay was either stinking, muddy, stagnant pools, or 
very soft, with vegetation not yet recovered and looking as if the work was done recently. 

 
Dames Slough: the muddy stream  Dames Slough: debris 
 
There are deep holes in the clay where the feet of stock have been sinking, and long slip 
marks on the banks of the stream where animals have been trying to get a hold on the 
slopes to get across,  and this is after a long dry Winter. 
 

 
Hoof marks in the clay    The murky stream 
 



 

 

The stream, where once brown trout and sea 
trout came up to spawn, still runs murky and 
muddy, lacking in the oxygen which is vital for 
wildlife to exist.  We were speaking to a local 
commoner who assured us fish had always 
been seen in the stream prior to the work, but 
trout and sea trout still  have not returned. 
 
 Many trees were dying along the filled-in 
stream as a result of the increased wetland. 
 
 

Dying trees 
 
 The ponies grazing some way off were not going to benefit from any so-called “improved 
grazing”  as either side of the stream is covered with debris from past floods, especially 
leaves, dead branches and a great deal of silt,  and the few plants trying to grow  looked 
very unhealthy.  Should the ponies try and graze this area, there is a potential risk of them 
getting sand colic from the silt. 

 
“Improved” grazing !!          Stagnant area where stream was infilled 
 

 A local commoner told us that since this work 
was carried out the grazing at his holding is 
much wetter than it used to be. 
 
 We then went on to Mill Lawn Brook. There 
again there were large stagnant areas where the 
old stream had been infilled, no sign of 
“improved grazingʼ. 
 
 
 

 
Mill Lawn:  the damage let by the lorries after the work was finished (5 years on) 



 

 

Very few of the orchids that grew in large numbers there before have survived, as the area 
is now too wet.  Just a few plants have managed to survive on the top of the raised ant-
hills that are well out of the water. 
 
Still not yet repaired are the deep ruts left by the lorries after the “restoration” work was 
finished. 
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